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Generation of interpretable fuzzy granules
by a double-clustering technique
GIOVANNA CASTELLANO, ANNA MARIA FANELLI and CORRADO MENCAR

This paper proposes an approach to derive fuzzy granules from numerical data. Granules
are first formed by means of a double-clustering technique, and then properly fuzzyfied so as to
obtain interpretable granules, in the sense that they can be described by linguistic labels. The
double-clustering technique involves two steps. First, information granules are induced in the
space of numerical data via the FCM algorithm. In the second step, the prototypes obtained in
the first step are further clustered along each dimension via a hierarchical clustering, in order to
obtain one-dimensional granules that are afterwards quantified as fuzzy sets. The derived fuzzy
sets can be used as building blocks of a fuzzy rule-based model. The approach is illustrated with
the aid of a benchmark classification example that provides insight into the interpretability of
the induced granules and their effect on the results of classification.
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1.

Introduction

Information granulation [14], [15] is the process of forming meaningful pieces of
information, called information granules, regarded as entities embracing collections of
individual elements (e.g numerical data) that exhibit some functional or descriptive commonalities. Once formed, information granules help understand data by capturing the
essence of the relationships within data.
Granular computing [6], [9], [12] which is oriented towards representing and processing information granules, is a computing paradigm that embraces a number of modeling frameworks. Fuzzy granulation [7], [13] is one such framework, whose objective
is to build models at a certain level of information granularity that is conveniently quantified in terms of fuzzy sets used as basic reference points for fuzzy information processing.
Several information granulation approaches have been proposed [1], [7], [12] but
only few of them addresses the issue of building meaningful linguistic labels (granules)
in the space of experimental data [11].
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Hence, one main issue inherently associated with information granulation is how to
describe the derived granules in an interpretable form. As a consequence, one desirable
feature for any information granulation approach is the ability to determine a set of
granules that can be easily interpreted. In this scenario, fuzzy sets emerge as conceptual
entities with a well-defined semantics, hence they offer useful features supporting the
formation of granules that are descriptors of the data.
Along with these ideas, this work focuses on fuzzy granulation viewed as the composition of granulation and fuzzification, where the process of granulation is supported by
a clustering mechanism. Specifically, a fuzzy double-clustering technique is proposed,
which allows "interpretable" granulation from some finite data. Proceeding with clouds
of numerical data, a series of clusters - information granules - are formed and afterwards
quantified in terms of fuzzy sets that are semantically sound.
Finally, as a facultative step, the derived fuzzy sets can be used as building blocks
of a fuzzy rule-based model which can be used to verify how much the fuzzy granules
identified from data are useful in providing good mapping properties.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the proposed framework for information granulation. Section 3 deals with the double-clustering technique
proposed to extract granules from data. Section 4 and 5 describe the fuzzification of the
induced granules and their use in the construction of a fuzzy rule-based model. Finally,
a numerical example is given in Section 6 and conclusions are covered in Section 6.

2.

The information granulation approach

The development of information granules can be accomplished in two main ways:
prescriptive design, where meaningful granules are expressed by an observer, and descriptive design, where numeric data are embraced to form information granules [10],
[11]. The latter approach overcomes the main drawback of the prescriptive approach,
that is the formation of granules that may not resemble the relationships among data.
This work focuses on the descriptive case, i.e. we concentrate on building meaningful information granules in the space of experimental data and describing them in terms
of fuzzy sets. Such fuzzy sets can be used to form a rule-based model that captures relationships between such granules. Summarizing, the proposed information granulation
approach for the design of interpretable fuzzy granules involves the following stages:
Granulation of numerical data: To extract granules from data, a doubleclustering technique is developed, that involves two consecutive steps:
– Data clustering: clustering is performed in the multi-dimensional space of
data to embrace similar points into granules, with a pre-fixed level of granulation (number of clusters).
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– Prototype clustering: the prototypes obtained in the first step are further clustered along each dimension of the input space, so as to obtain a number of
one-dimensional prototypes on each dimension.
Fuzzification of granules: the granules induced on each input dimension are
quantified in terms of interpretable fuzzy sets that describe the input variables.
A schema of the whole information granulation process is portrayed in Figure 1.
When the granulation process is completed, a fuzzy rule-based model which relies
on the derived fuzzy granules can be built. This is aimed to verify how much the fuzzy
granules identified from data are useful in providing good mapping properties or classification capabilities.

Figure 1. Diagram of the information granulation process
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3.

Double-clustering technique

To extract granules from data, we have developed a double-clustering technique that
performs clustering at two levels. Given a set of numerical data in a -dimensional space
7   , the first level involves clustering in the -dimensional space of data, yielding
a number of -dimensional granules embracing collections of similar data. At this level,
each granule is a cluster of points represented by a prototypical point. At the second
level, the cluster prototypes are projected along each dimension of the input space, so that
a set of one-dimensional prototypes is established on each dimension of the input space.
Then, a further clustering is performed on each dimension to assembly one-dimensional
prototypes into final granules.
The proposed double-clustering technique tries to exploit the features of both multidimensional clustering and one-dimensional clustering. Precisely, the multidimensional
clustering can capture the granularity of the data in the multidimensional space, but
the fuzzification of the resulting granules typically results in nonsensical fuzzy sets.
Conversely, the one-dimensional clustering can provide interpretable fuzzy sets but may
loose the information about the granularity of the multidimensional data.
The complete double-clustering algorithm is summarized below.
Double-clustering algorithm
1. Perform a clustering on available dataset. The result of this operation is a set of +
cluster prototypes !  !      !   , where !  !  !       !  .
       , perform a clustering on the set # 
2. For each dimension
!           +. The result of this operation is a pre-fixed number of 4
clusters prototypes for each dimension.

In the following, we describe in more detail each step of the double-clustering technique.
3.1. Data clustering

The first step of the proposed approach is concerned with finding granules in the
form of clusters, i.e. entities embracing collections of -dimensional numerical data that
exhibit some functional or descriptive commonalties. To find proper clusters in the multidimensional input space, we consider the FCM algorithm [2], that is one of the most
common fuzzy clustering algorithm, widely used in many applications. However, other
clustering algorithms, such as conditional FCM [8], can be used at this step without
altering the nature of the proposed approach.
The result of the first clustering step is a set of + clusters in the multidimensional space, represented by + prototypes !  !      !   . Each prototype is a dimensional vector !  !  !       !   that provides one-dimensional prototypes,
one for each input dimension. These one-dimensional prototypes become the points to
be clustered in the second step of the double-clustering technique, as explained below.
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3.2. Prototype clustering

Once information granulation has been completed in the multi-dimensional space, a
second clustering is performed separately on each dimension of the input space, with the
aim to group along each input dimension the prototypes obtained in the first clustering
step.
Precisely, let !  be the -th component of the -th cluster prototype. For each dimension        , we perform a clustering on the set #  !           +.
Because of the low cardinality of each set # and the one-dimensional nature of the
points to be clustered, a very simple clustering technique can be applied. In this work we
apply a hierarchical clustering algorithm. Hierarchical clustering [5] is a recursive form
of clustering. Methods of hierarchical clustering can be agglomerative or divisive [4].
Here, we focus on the agglomerative approach, that starts with each data point in a separate cluster and then combines the clusters sequentially, reducing the number of clusters
at each step by merging the two most similar clusters. These steps can be repeated until
the desired number of cluster is obtained or the distance between two closest clusters is
above a certain threshold.
There are many different variations of agglomerative hierarchical algorithms [4],
which primarily differ in how they evaluate the similarity between two clusters. In this
work, we consider a simple method, where each cluster is represented by a centroid
of the points contained in the cluster, called prototype, and the similarity between two
clusters is measured by the closeness between prototypes of the clusters.
        the final number of clusters to be derived from
Indicating by 4
       , the adopted hierarchical clustering algorithm works as
each set #
follows:
1. Assume, without loss of generality, that the elements of # are sorted, that is,
    !    !   . Firstly, each element of # is considered as an elementary
cluster, hence the prototypes of the clusters initially coincide with the elements of
# . The initial set of prototypes, is defined as:
-   



 

+

 
 +      + 





!   !      ! 

(1)

The corresponding initial set of clusters is defined as:
   

2. For 



 



 
        





!    !       ! 

(2)

       +  4

Find the two nearest consecutive prototypes in -
 
and +  .
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Define the new set of prototypes - 
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Define the new set of clusters 
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Once the hierarchical clustering is completed on each set #       , 4 prototypes with correspondingclusters have been
input dimension.
We indi derived on each








 +  +      +
and   
         
cate by -  the set of such prototypes, with associated clusters, respectively.
The complexity of the hierarchical clustering algorithm is ; +  because, for each
of the dimensions, the number of distance calculations is ; +, repeated for ; +
steps. Since usually +  5 , that is the number + of prototypes is usually smaller than
the number 5 of patterns, then the complexity of the clustering in the second step is
negligible in comparison to the complexity of the clustering in the first step, which is
; 5 +  when using FCM.
Hence, the overall complexity of the double-clustering technique is given approximately by the complexity of the first clustering step.

4.

Fuzzification of information granules

The last stage of the proposed information granulation approach involves the fuzzification of the information granules defined on each dimension, i.e. the quantification of
such granules in terms of interpretable fuzzy sets.
Precisely, for each dimension        , the 4 extracted clusters are transformed into as many (interpretable) fuzzy sets. Different types of membership functions
can be used to describe the fuzzy sets. Here we consider Gaussian membership functions.
Hence, a fuzzy set % is associated with the membership function
0         ( 








(5)

Therefore, to complete the mathematical definition of fuzzy sets, we have to derive
the center  and the width ( of each Gaussian function. To do so, we suppose the
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input space 7 to be a hyper-interval defined as 7
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   and define the set
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Then, the centres  and the widths ( of membership functions are obtained, respectively, as:
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(7)

   ,

(8)



where , is the maximum overlap between two adjacent fuzzy sets.
The resulting fuzzy sets are very interpretable, in the sense that a semantic meaning
can be easily associated to each of them. Precisely, depending on the value of index  , a
meaningful symbolic label can be given to % . For example, assuming 4  , we can
assign the following linguistic labels: "SMALL" for   , "MEDIUM" for   , and
"HIGH" for   .

5.

Representation of granules via fuzzy propositions

The fuzzy sets obtained as described above, can be employed to derive fuzzy propositions that are used to represent the information granules in a linguistic fashion. Precisely, as a result of the fuzzification of granules, each -dimensional granule (cluster)
!         + found in the first step has a "representative" fuzzy set on each input dimension, denoted by % , such that 0 !    , (when 0 !    ,, only one of




the two representative fuzzy sets is arbitrarily chosen). Collecting all the representative
fuzzy sets for all the dimensions, the -dimensional granule ! is described by the
following proposition:
!  % AND % AND    AND %


such that
0 
 





0



 

(9)

(10)

          and  is a < -norm operator.
where 
In this way it is possible to describe a -dimensional granule (obtained by the first
step of the double-clustering technique) by means of a highly comprehensible fuzzy
proposition. It should be noted that, due to the second step of clustering, that provides
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for each dimension a number 4 of prototypes which is less than the number + of dimensional granules, different -dimensional granules may be represented by the same
proposition (9).
The fuzzy propositions can be employed as building blocks of a fuzzy rule-based
model which can be used to verify how much the fuzzy granules identified from data are
useful in providing good mapping properties in prediction or classification. For example,
in case of classification tasks, a set of fuzzy rules can be easily constructed on the basis
of the fuzzy propositions, as follows:









AND  IS % AND
THEN 
  #% with degree =

.62 : IF  IS %




 IS %



(11)


  #% with degree = 

where is the number of disjoint classes from which the input-output data are drawn,
and =  2       are fuzzy singletons representing the degree to which a pat belongs to the 2-th class. For each rule, the definition of the consequent vector
tern 
=  =      =  is accomplishedusing the information provided
by the available

  "   1        5 and the membership
input-output data, denoted by '  
of input data to the all the granules (clusters) that are covered by the proposition in
the antecedent of the rule (remember that different granules may be represented by the
 the membership of 
 in cluster ! and let be
same proposition). Precisely, let be 0 
    - represents !  the set of all cluster indices that are represented by the same
proposition - . Then the consequent vector associated to the proposition - is obtained
as:

=  mean , =
(12)
where = is defines as:

%
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Based on a set of . rules as in (11), the inferred class membership degrees for a pattern

 are obtained as follows:
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0   is the rule activation strength.

(14)
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Note that, since different -dimensional granules may share the same representative
proposition, each rule may cover different -dimensional granules. This effect can be due
to two possible reasons: granules derived in the first step are too fine for the available
data (too many clusters found with the first clustering step) or the fuzzy sets are too
rough (too few prototypes found in the second step).

6.

Illustrative example

The effectiveness of the proposed approach has been evaluated on the well-known
Iris data set [3] concerning classification of Iris flowers. Three species of iris flowers
(setosa, versicolor and virginica) are known. There are 150 samples (iris flowers), 50 of
each class. A sample is a four-dimensional pattern vector representing four attributes of
the iris flower concerning sepal length, sepal width, petal length, and petal width.
In the first experiment, to appreciate the ability of the proposed approach in deriving
interpretable fuzzy granules, the whole dataset was considered to perform information
granulation. In the first clustering step, the FCM was applied to discover 4 granules
(clusters) in the 4-dimensional input space. In the second clustering step, hierarchical
clustering was applied to the cluster prototypes projected along each dimension, providing 3 one-dimensional clusters per dimension, that were afterwards quantified into as
many fuzzy sets. A two-dimensional plot of the results of the information granulation
process is illustrated in Figure 2. Following common sense, the 3 fuzzy sets on each
dimension were assigned with the labels "LOW", "MEDIUM" and "HIGH". On the basis of the fuzzy sets, a fuzzy proposition was derived to represent each 4-dimensional
granule in a linguistic form. Such fuzzy propositions are reported in Table 1.
Table 1. Representation of information granules via fuzzy propositions.
Granule 1
Granule 2
Granule 3
Granule 4

petal length IS LOW AND petal width IS HIGH AND
sepal length IS LOW AND sepal width IS LOW
petal length IS MEDIUM AND petal width IS LOW AND
sepal length IS MEDIUM AND sepal width IS MEDIUM
petal length IS MEDIUM AND petal width IS MEDIUM AND
sepal length IS LOW AND sepal width IS LOW
petal length IS HIGH AND petal width IS MEDIUM AND
sepal length IS HIGH AND sepal width IS HIGH

Due to the fuzzy nature of the propositions, all input patterns have non zero membership degree to each proposition, even if they do not fall in regions of pattern space
covered by the granules. This effect is depicted in Figure 3, where the influence of each
proposition on the input data is shown in the subspace "petal length-petal width".
To verify how much the granules induced by the proposed approach are useful in
providing good mapping properties, a further experiment was carried out using a 10fold cross validation technique. Specifically, in each of the ten trials, the training set
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Figure 2. Result of the information granulation process plotted in two dimensions. The 4 cluster prototypes
discovered by FCM (circles) are projected on each axis and further clustered to produce 3 prototypes (diamonds) on each dimension, resulting in 3 fuzzy sets per input variable. Dashed lines represent intersection
points between adjacent fuzzy sets

was used to perform information granulation and to build fuzzy rule-based classifiers
on the basis of the extracted granules (as described in Section 5), while the test set
was used to check the classification ability of the constructed fuzzy classifiers. Such
classifiers (denoted in the following by DC) were derived by considering 3 and 5 fuzzy
sets per dimension (fspd) respectively. Moreover, the DC classifiers were compared with
fuzzy classifiers based on standard FCM, with different number of + cluster, where + 
        . In the latter case, the classification mapping was defined in
the following way. Given the partition matrix 9 , the class membership for each cluster
prototype is given by 9 4 scaled columnwise by the cluster cardinality, where 4   
such that  is 1 if the 1-th pattern belongs to 2-th class, 0 otherwise. After that, fuzzy
granules were derived from prototypes by associating a Gaussian membership function
with center in each prototype and circular amplitude found by trial-and-error (selection
of the amplitude with minimum classification error).
The classification results of the fuzzy classifiers are summarized in Table 2 and illustrated in Figure 4. As it can be seen, the quality of the DC fuzzy classifiers overcome
the FCM-based fuzzy classifiers both in terms of classification ability and compactness
of the rule base. Indeed, as the number of clusters increases, the number of rules of DC
classifiers keeps low with respect to that of FCM classifiers. In addition, fuzzy rules of
DC classifiers are nicely interpretable, as it can be seen from Table 3, where the rule
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Figure 3. Influence of the 4 fuzzy propositions on the input data in two-dimensional subspace: the darker is
the area, the higher is the truth value of the proposition

base of one of the DC fuzzy classifiers with 6 rules and 3 fuzzy sets per dimension is
described, and from Figure 5 that plots the fuzzy sets on each dimension.
Table 2. Classification results of the fuzzy classifiers.
p

FCM
Test Error
Rules
Mean Std

DC 3 fspd
DC 5 fspd
Test Error
Rules
Test Error
Rules
Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

3

20.0%

10.8%

3

14.0%

7.6%

3

3

4

18.0%

7.3%

4

14.7%

6.5%

4

4

-

-

-

-

5

16.7%

8.6%

5

12.7%

7.0%

5

5

19.3%

11.3%

5

5

6

16.0%

8.0%

6

10.7%

8.0%

5

6

14.0%

7.6%

6

6

-

-

-

-

8

13.3%

18.1%

8

6.7%

8.0%

6

8

7.1%

8.5%

8

8

10

5.3%

7.8%

10

7.3%

4.7%

6

8

5.3%

5.0%

9

10

15

5.3%

4.0%

15

4.0%

3.3%

8

10

4.7%

3.1%

12

15

20

3.3%

4.5%

20

5.3%

5.8%

7

9

5.3%

6.5%

15

19
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Figure 4. Comparison of the fuzzy classifiers in terms of classification error

Table 3. Example of Fuzzy Rule Base induced by the proposed approach.
R1: IF petal length IS LOW AND petal width IS LOW AND sepal length IS
MEDIUM AND sepal width IS MEDIUM THEN flower IS SETOSA WITH DEGREE 0.02, VIRGINICA WITH DEGREE 0.86, VERSICOLOUR WITH DEGREE
0.11
R2: IF petal length IS LOW AND petal width IS MEDIUM AND sepal length IS
LOW AND sepal width IS LOW THEN flower IS SETOSA WITH DEGREE 0.94,
VIRGINICA WITH DEGREE 0.05, VERSICOLOUR WITH DEGREE 0.02
R3: IF petal length IS LOW AND petal width IS HIGH AND vsepal length IS LOW
AND sepal width IS LOW THEN flower IS SETOSA WITH DEGREE 0.94, VIRGINICA WITH DEGREE 0.05, VERSICOLOUR WITH DEGREE 0.02
R4: IF petal length IS MEDIUM AND petal width IS HIGH AND sepal length IS
LOW AND sepal width IS MEDIUM THEN flower IS SETOSA WITH DEGREE
0.01, VIRGINICA WITH DEGREE 0.63, VERSICOLOUR WITH DEGREE 0.36
R5: IF petal length IS MEDIUM AND petal width IS MEDIUM AND sepal length
IS HIGH AND sepal width IS HIGH THEN flower IS SETOSA WITH DEGREE
0.01, VIRGINICA WITH DEGREE 0.17, VERSICOLOUR WITH DEGREE 0.82
R6: IF petal length IS HIGH AND petal width IS MEDIUM AND sepal length IS
HIGH AND sepal width IS HIGH THEN flower IS SETOSA WITH DEGREE 0.01,
VIRGINICA WITH DEGREE 0.11, VERSICOLOUR WITH DEGREE 0.87

7.

Conclusions

In this paper, an information granulation approach has been proposed which lies on
a double-clustering technique to derive granules that can be easily quantified in terms of
interpretable fuzzy sets.
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Figure 5. Fuzzy sets used in the rule base of Table 3

The approach has been illustrated with the aid of a benchmark classification data set
that showed how the induced information granules can reveal the underlying structure in
the data and how they impact on the results of classification.
In this work, the first step of the double-clustering technique is based on the standard
FCM method. However, a variety of other clustering algorithms can be used as well. In
particular, a different version of the proposed double-clustering technique could rely
on the Conditional FCM proposed by Pedrycz, to exploit the contextual information in
discovering granules from data.
A further extension may concern the optimization of the extracted fuzzy granules.
To do so, the granules can be embedded into a neurofuzzy network that can be trained to
optimally adjust the shape and the distribution of fuzzy granules so as to better capture
the relationships among data.
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